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Outline

• Integrated Forest Management happens in a local/regional/global context 
climate change one important challenge

• Close to nature forestry and adaptive capacity

• Understanding limits of management approaches for climate change adaptation 
(including for biodiversity conservation) 

• Conclusions 
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Our future climate remains uncertain

Knutti & Sedlacek, 2013. Nature Climate Change

 plausible average temperature for 
Europe around 2100: 
+1 to +6 degrees warmer than pre-
industrial times. 

Scenario data relative to the 
observed 1986 – 2005 climate
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Emissions 1980 – 2011 (… 2017) are in line with the 
high end of scenario emission trajectories

Peters et al. 2013. The challenge to 
keep global warming below 2°C.
Nature Climate Change 3, 4-6.
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What we know (or not yet know) about 
climate change and European forests
• Even if we manage to keep the Paris 2015 targets, we will face 

significant climate change affecting 
European forests

6
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Facing 
Climate Change 

Impacts

Higher risk of storm 
and insect damages

Increased growth 
rates in the North

More intense and 
frequent forest fires

Shifting species 
suitability



The challenges are diverse!
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Adaptation for reduced CC vulnerability

Vulnerability to 
climate change

Potential climate 
change impacts on the 

capacity of forest to 
provide goods and 

services

Adaptive capacity 

of forests/forestry

Decrease 
Adverse 
Impacts

Increase 
Adaptive 
Capacity



Natural regeneration in un-evenaged 
forests – enhancing genetic diversity

• Increasing evidence for local adaptive capacity 
(e.g. Kremer, A., 2016. Comptes Rendus Biologies 339, 263-267)

• Higher genetic diversity means larger genetic 
adaptive capacity => particularly important at 
the rear edge of distribution ranges (Aitken, S.N. et 
al. 2008. Evolutionary Applications 1, 95-111)

• Natural regeneration and long regeneration 
periods (for shade-tolerant species) support 
high genetic variation (Finkeldey, R. & Ziehe, M., 2004. 
For. Ecol. Manage. 197, 231-244)
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Close-to-nature silviculture and climate change
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(Brang, P. et al. 2014: Forestry 87, 492-503)



Challenge: Biodiversity conservation under climate change

“It is no longer safe to assume that all of a species' historic 
range remains suitable […] 

Plans and assumptions about protected areas need to be
reconsidered!”

McCarty, J.P. (2001). Ecological consequences of recent 
climate change. Conservation Biology 15, 320-331.
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Climate Change and species in European conservation areas

Proportion of species 
projected to gain 
climatic suitability in 
European conservation 
areas under four 
emission scenarios by 
2080 (winners; green) 
or lose (losers; blue)
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Araújo et al. 2011. Ecology 

Letters 14, 484–492



Flagship species in biodiversity conservation

 Flagship species (e.g. Capercaillie) are usually 
important targets of biodiversity conservation

 Protected areas were often established to conserve 
traditional landscape features that became threatened 
by intensive land use practices

Many of such rare species are likely to loose their 
habitats in a future climate
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Managing keystone species...

• Longevity of “keystone” plant species means terrestrial ecosystem dynamics in 
many cases have inherent timescales of centuries.

• Many species already have accumulated a climatic debt (no longer living in their 
climatic optimum niche), having failed fully to adapt to historical climatic change

• Conservation efforts should also target habitats outside of the current distribution 
range of keystone species
 Sites with current and future potential to support valued vegetation types must be 

identified, designated, and actively managed to accelerate vegetation dynamics
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Huntley, B. et al. 2018. Climatic Disequilibrium 
Threatens Conservation Priority Forests. 
Conservation Letters 11, e12349.



Primary forest remnants...

• Where are Europe’s last primary forests?   

• Sabatini et al. identified 1.4 Million ha of primary forests in 32 European 
countries (0.7% of Europe’s forests), only 46% strictly protected. 

• ”Rewilding” as an option for biodiversity conservation

• The conservation outlook for primary forests is uncertain; 
 many not strictly protected 
 most are small and fragmented 

• Predicting where unmapped primary forests likely occur could guide 
conservation efforts, especially in Eastern Europe where large areas of 
primary forest still exist (but are being lost at an alarming pace).

Distribution of primary forest 
patches retrieved for Europe 
by forest type.
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Sabatini, F. et al. (in prep.) 
Diversity and Distributions.



Climate change and conservation policies

“Climate change is a severe challenge for established 
conservation policies, which by nature are conservative, 
focusing on preserving existing species and ecosystems, or 
even restoring what has been” 

Niels Strange et al. (2011): Conservation policies and planning 
under climate change, Biological Conservation 144, 2968-2977.
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Biodiversity conservation under climate change 
needs a combination of different approaches

• Climate change should be actively considered as an important factor in 
management decisions

• Integrated forest management decision making should take this into consideration 
as well

• Also at the political level, an understanding of the potentials and limits for 
alternative strategies is needed
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Habitat quality of managed forest
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Conclusions

• Integrated Forest Management offers great opportunities for biodiversity 
conservation in managed forests

• It also offers opportunities to maximize the inherent adaptive capacity of forest 
ecosystems to cope with and adapt to climate change

• Managers need, however, be aware of changing tree species site suitability and 
recognize physiological limits

• Foreward looking management rather than backward orientation is crucial for 
biodiversity conservation under climate change
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Thank you!
For more information:

Marcus.Lindner@efi.int


